HOME CONTROLLER EQUIPMENT GUIDE

HOME SECURITY & MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS:

HOME CONTROLLER TOUCHSCREEN*
This interactive TouchScreen acts as your system’s main control center. Use it to arm and disarm your system, view live videos, control your Home Controller devices, customize your settings and more with just a touch of a button. It has a backup cellular connection for additional peace of mind. Includes a Stand-by Backup Battery

NETGEAR SECURITY ROUTER*
This wireless security router creates a connection between all of your Home Controller devices on one broadband network.

PERSONAL SECURITY WEB PORTAL
With your personal, secure web page you have complete access to manage your home remotely from any Internet-connected device.

SMARTPHONE APP
Download the “My Home TouchScreen” app for your Android or iOS device and control your home from wherever you are.

WIRELESS KEY FOB
Conveniently arm and disarm your system right from your keychain.

LAWN SIGN & WINDOW DECALS
For added security, window decals and lawn signs indicate your home is protected 24/7 with Home Controller.

DOOR AND WINDOW SENSORS
Get peace of mind knowing you’ll be alerted in the event someone enters your home.

MOTION DETECTOR K9-85
Wide-range motion sensors detect intruders and alert you via text or email whether you are home or away. The system isn’t triggered by pets under 85 pounds, so you don’t have to worry about false triggers.

CURTAIN (CLIP) MOTION DETECTOR
Provide an added layer of protection by monitoring family rooms, hallways and stairs.

INDOOR CAMERA
Use your Internet-connected device to view live, secure video and recorded video clips of what’s going on inside your home while you’re away.

OUTDOOR CAMERA
With advanced infrared technology, this weather-resistant camera enables you to see what’s going on outside of your home with any Internet-connected device.

SMOKE DETECTOR
Smoke detectors are professionally monitored 24/7 and perform self-tests to ensure all components are working.

MOISTURE SENSOR
Be alerted to leaks and flooding within the home. Perfect for the basement, laundry room or anywhere possible water damage may occur.

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR
Detects carbon monoxide within your home and alerts you with a visual and audible alarm before harmful levels occur.

GLASS BREAK SENSOR
Listens for actual patterns of breaking glass using Pattern Recognition Technology.™ A simple hand clap feature lets the user confirm that the sensor is operational, or a handheld tester can be activated at close range.

SIREN REPEATER
Extends the Home Controller signal and provides a secondary loud audible siren.

THERMOSTAT
Control and set your home temperature from any Internet-connected device. Use the climate control feature to help you increase your energy efficiency and potentially save money on your energy bills.

APPLIANCE MODULE
No more worrying if you left the iron on or if you forgot to turn off the coffee pot. This feature gives you the power to control your appliances remotely.

ELEMENT TOUCH LIGHTBULB
Intelligently illuminate your home with the Element Touch lightbulb. Using 80% less energy than a traditional light bulb you will have a better lighting experience in no time. Plus, customize your home lighting schedule home or away with this smart lightbulb.

REMOTE DOOR LOCK
Lock and unlock your doors wirelessly from virtually anywhere, using your tablet, laptop or smartphone by integrating an entry code deadbolt into your systems. Receive text messages and emails whenever your door opens and closes.

*LackScreen and router must be returned to Mediacom.